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How Do I Get the Threbank  
Precious Wood Putter Grip?

Obviously, it is hard to find this grip in your normal 
golf store. Each grip is individually mounted onto the 
customer‘s putter in our workshop. After a few days  
we send your putter back and you can start putting  
with it right away.

As a start look to our website: 
www.threbank.com. 

Of cause you can phone in for questions or email:

Florian Threbank 
Mobil:  +49  172-858 46 48 
E-Mail:  info@threbank.com

Get a Grip on Putting
The New Threbank Precious Wood  

Putter Grips

Designed  
and handcrafted  

in Germany



Types of Wood

Out of a variety of woods we have selected five kinds that 
meet the special requirements such as durability for our 
exclusive putter grips. All types are premium quality woods 
from their regions with comparable characteristics.  
You decide which one suits your personal taste best.

Amazakoue (Ovengkol)
West African, Cost countries

The wood is brown to olive brown, 
regularly with distinctive dark  
brown stripes. 

Rosewood/Morado   
(Santos Palisander)
South America, Central Brazil

Yellowish-brown to reddish-violet with 
random dark brown to black areas.

Oak (Fumed)
Central Europe, Germany

Dark brown. For a consistent look after 
the smoking process, the trees for our 
putter grips are carefully selected.

Wenge
Central Africa

Dark brown to coffee black with light 
brown stripes in his structure pattern.
The darkest type of grip we offer.

Zebrawood 
West Africa

Golden yellow with dark brown stripes.
Our lightest-colored grip.

There is More to Precious Wood  
than Precious Looks

Threbank precious wood putter grips are not only  
visual upgrades. They are transmitters. When putting,  
the putter-head vibrations run through the shaft directly  
into the grip onto your tactile sense. The player gets  
an unrivaled feedback depending on the distance.  
This enables a continuous learning process and the  
repeatability of putts in equal situations.

 
 

Several Grip Sizes Available

For an individual grip feeling, Threbank precious wood grips 
are made in two grip sizes. The basic design is identical:

The Classic-Line 
Most common grip-size, which suits most players. 

The Modern-Line  
The circumference was increased by 12 mm  
compared to the classic-line. This meets the growing  
trend for larger grips.

Get a Grip on Putting

It is not the putter that makes successful putts, it‘s the hand 
that leads the putter. And how does the hand lead and 
control the putter? Through the putter grip! This is why the 
grip as interface between hand and putter is essential for 
success on the green. 

Feedback Instead of Dullness

Usually putter grips are made of rubber or thermoplastics. 
This widely used material delivers good damping. But if 
you take a close look to this damping, it turns out to be 
counterproductive. What makes sense with drivers, woods 
or irons is unwanted for putting. On the green you need a 
good sense of touch and a direct feedback. 

Everything Under Control

Successful putts depend on direction and length. With the 
four-sided grip profile of Threbank putter grips and their 
ergonomically rounded corners it is easy to:

	target the hole
	achieve a repeatable grip position 
	keep the desired direction 

Twisting the putter while putting is hardly possible. 


